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   Taiwan is one of earliest and most frequent invaded area by foreign colonist in 
Chinese history. Early in The Age of Exploration, western colonists had invaded 
Taiwan in the wave of global expansion. Then, in the late of 19th century，western 
imperialists back to Taiwan again in the wave of dividing the world. Finally, after 
Sino-Japanese War of 1895,Japan had took Taiwan as it`s colony and maintained it`s 
colonial domination for about 50 years. The paper is set to discuss the image of 
Taiwan aborigines constructed by Western and Japanese colonists on the basis of 
historical text from late Ming Dynasty to the period of Japanese colonial domination, 
and make compare to the image constructed by Chinese of Qing Dynasty finally 
discover the colonial purpose of alien colonists. 
  Civilization and Barbarism are the core structure of ideology of Western 
imperialism and colonialism, also the way colonizer treat the colonized in the era of 
colonialism. During the process of imperialism and colonialism expansion, the mode 
of knowledge and imagination of civilization and barbarism could easily change to the 
powerful mode of civilization conquering barbarism. No matter the Dutch and 
Spanish colonists of 17th century, or the colonists from Europe and America and 
Japanese colonist of 19th century, had used the colonial discourse pattern in the 
construction of the image of Taiwan aborigines. On the basis of Caucasian superiority, 
Dutch and Spanish colonists of 17th century took Taiwan aborigines as pagan, 
cannibal, superstition and so on, from the view of science and rationality. And they 
took conquering action to the Taiwan aborigines on this discourse. In the late of 19th 
century, many westerners from Europe and America came to Taiwan for colonial 
chances. In this period, because of different interest needs and complex cognition, the 
image of Taiwan aborigine construction by westerners were taking on complex 
characteristics. Generally including taking Shu Fan as noble savages, and Sheng Fan 
as typical savages. During the period of Japanese colonial domination, although 
Japanese inherited the colonial system built on the basis of civilization and barbarism 
discourse pattern from westerners, the way they had constructed the image of Taiwan 















Japanese built the image of Taiwan aborigines mainly on anthropological 
investigation，and brought it to colonial domination system.  
   In contrast with alien colonists, influenced by Chinese Confucian culture, Chinese 
of Qing Dynasty generally viewed Taiwan aborigines from the perspective of 
populism, and took them as normal people equal with Chinese immigrants. Even 
some literati influenced by Confucian revivalism had found ideal social system of 
ancient times in Taiwan aborigine tribe. And Chinese treated Taiwan aborigines 
mainly in the way of education, by setting serious schools to guide them. 
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    然而，随着时代的变迁，外来殖民者曾经对台湾原住民犯下的罪行被刻意遗






度，却被一些人说成是台湾地方自治，甚至“民主”制度的开端。2004 年 11 月
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